Spartina
by John Casey

Discussion questions
1. The tension between working-class natives and those from
“Away” is a common theme in novels set in rural New England.
Discuss the ways in which Dick Pierce’s bitterness toward
tourists and summer people alternately gives him strength and
stands in the way of his achieving his dream of independence.

Further reading
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2. Like so many heroes in American literature, Dick Pierce is a
rugged individualist more comfortable at sea or on the frontier
than he is at home. Discuss Dick’s successes and failures as a
family man, husband, and father.
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3. In addition to portraying the plight of a rugged individualist
forced to live in an ever-less-rugged world, Spartina showcases
two very different women, May Pierce and Elsie Buttrick.
Compare and contrast the ways May and Elsie deal with having
the cantankerous Dick Pierce in their lives. Which character
exhibits the most strength?
4. Spartina is a novel about men and women and boats and the
sea. But it is also a novel about money. Discuss the role of
wealth, lost or found, earned or inherited, on Dick, Elsie, Miss
Perry, and Schuyler.
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Spartina
by John Casey

Two of the great themes of New England literature—adultery
and the sea, the former with roots in Hawthorne, the latter in
Melville—come together in John Casey’s 1989 National Book
Award-winning Spartina. From Moby Dick through The Old Man
and the Sea and on to such contemporary novels as Robert
Stone’s Outerbridge Reach and Arturo Perez Reverte’s The
Nautical Chart, many of our great sea stories concern individuals
who hope to find on the open water the sense of purpose and
inner well-being that escapes them in the onshore world of
muddled human relationships. The “damp, dark November in my
soul” that drives Melville’s Ishmael to sea is the same force that
sends Casey’s hero, Rhode Island commercial fisherman Dick
Pierce, to his backyard, there to build a 50-foot fishing boat called
Spartina, the vessel that will free him from the entanglements of
other people and get him to sea on his own terms.
At least that is the dream. But like so many dreams, Dick’s
boat is unfinished. It lacks, literally, an engine to make it go.
Standing between the Spartina and its engine, of course, is
money. And to make the money to buy the engine that will get
his boat out of the backyard and onto Narragansett Bay, Dick
must do chores for the rich, provide local color for the dilettantes, the “piss-to-windward sailors” from “Away”: “He’d do
their clambake. He’d fix their boats, their docks, hell, he’d fix
their toilets. He wasn’t going to work for them because he wasn’t
good enough to make his living from the sea. He’d work for them
to get himself out to sea.”
Casey sets the polarities in Dick’s world firmly at the
outset—the sea versus the town, independence versus
subservience—but then, like an unexpected wave playing
havoc with unsecured gear on a boat’s deck, he upsets our
expectations, muddying the terms of the quest and forcing Dick
to look deeper into himself and his life. What he finds is “anger,
envy, and regret. Anger at home, regret toward the Point, envy
up toward the hills where the big houses sat overlooking the
hard little enterprises at sea.” Casey’s novel is about the sea
and its Melvillean mysteries, but it is also about the

“petty snapping and griping” of quotidian life in a small
New England town, where the locals, especially the fisherman,
must survive on the leavings of scenery-stalking tourists and
land-grabbing summer people. Bitterness is the ballast that
keeps Dick afloat through the clambakes and the handyman
chores, but it threatens to consume him at home, driving
him first, if inadvertently, to drug running and then to the arms
of another woman.
The affair between Dick and Elsie Buttrick, a local “rich kid”
turned game-and-fish warden, bears more in common with
Hawthorne than it does with the adulterous activity in more
contemporary New England novels, such as John Updike’s
Couples or even Grace Metalious’ Peyton Place. Updike’s
couples come together and break apart largely out of boredom,
but Dick and Elsie, like Hawthorne’s Hester Prynne and Arthur
Dimmesdale, are attracted to one another out of need. The terms
are different for Dick and Elsie, and the motives muddled—Dick
needs a port in a storm, Elsie needs a child—but, as with Hester
and Dimmesdale, this is no idle coupling. The risks are great,
and the emotional commitment intense.
Those same phrases could be used to describe what
faces a lone sailor forced to try to outrun a hurricane on the
open sea. Sea stories need storms like domestic dramas need
adultery, so it’s no surprise when the storm we know Dick must
face finally arrives. With Spartina only recently launched,
thanks to a loan from Elsie (another blow to Dick’s self-esteem),
Dick must take the ship out to sea to challenge a hurricane
rather than risk its destruction in the harbor (inevitably, a
bureaucratic loophole leaves the boat uninsured). Dick fails
to skirt the storm and must face it, bow to the waves, hands
locked on the wheel, for nearly three days of humbling,
nerve-grinding struggle against a force far stronger than any
man. Casey describes Dick’s battle against the hurricane with
careful precision, laying out how a well-built boat can ride out
a storm by allowing itself to merge with the sea. Spartina
performs ably; he, Dick recognizes in a storm-tossed epiphany,
is the problem:
“The weak point was him. He began to swear at himself.
He swore out loud, calling himself a stupid son of a bitch, a
dumb asshole. He was trying to numb some sharper
thought of what he really was. Stupid was just making a
mistake. There was something in him that had done worse
than that, that had prepared him for deliberate harm to himself.

Spartina was fine . . . he’d done that part fine. But he’d left
some bad part of his effort inside himself. Perhaps it was the
part he’d thought was tough bitterness, but now, washed
once with a terror that he might give in, it turned out flawed.
Worse than flawed—rotten. Worst than rotten—rotten,
spreading rot.”
Again, Casey breaks apart the polarities of life onshore
and at sea, showing us how Dick gradually comes to recognize
that his own weakness, his bitterness, his “going sour,”
threatens him on land and at sea. Spartina beats the hurricane
because Dick built it to nose into the troughs and ride the
swells; in his own life, Dick fights the troughs and doesn’t trust
the swells. Spartina is a sea story, yes, but it is also a comingof-age tale about a salty fortysomething fisherman who learns,
in the course of a hurricane and an affair, that what works on
the sea will work on land as well.
Both Casey’s novel and Dick’s boat are named for a kind
of marsh grass that manages to thrive in the seaside ponds that
fill with seawater when the tide is in. Spartina grass survives
because somehow it can filter out the salt and take nourishment
from the water. Having weathered a hurricane thanks to the
seaworthiness of his boat and survived an affair thanks to the
humanity of the two women in his life, Dick Pierce seems ready
to accept the ebb and flow of experience, rejecting the salt and
savoring the water. Casey’s last sentence delivers a quiet yet
resonant tonic chord for Dick Pierce, becalmed at last after a
turbulent journey into selfhood: “He felt like the salt marsh, the
salt pond at high water, brimming.”
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